HOMBITAN® titanium
dioxide pigments
Bright solutions for coloring food and drink

www.venatorcorp.com

Welcome
to Venator
Venator is a leading chemical company
focused on the development and
manufacture of titanium dioxide pigments
and performance additives; including color
pigments, water and timber treatment
chemicals, that improve the quality of life
for consumers everywhere.
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We have the broadest product portfolio in
the industry and have built up our leading
position in specialty titanium dioxide pigments
and differentiated performance additives
over many years by satisfying the exacting
standards of our customers.
Our products are used as intelligent
ingredients in thousands of everyday items
including paints, plastics, cosmetics, paper,
pharmaceuticals, inks, catalysts, concrete,
building materials and in water purification.
Our skilled team of world class experts
provide dedicated advice and technical
expertise to support our unrivalled
product portfolio.
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Operating from 27 locations worldwide,
our comprehensive collection of chemistries
closely reflects the needs of our customers.
Our portfolio includes titanium dioxide (TiO2)
pigments, color pigments, functional inorganic
additives, eco products and water and timber
treatment chemicals.
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HOMBITAN®
high purity pigments
Setting the standard for food grade titanium dioxide (TiO2)
In the food and drink industry, flavor is obviously important – but appearances also count and edible items have to look
appetizing. To help manufacturers create consumables that look temptingly tasty, our team of food and drink specialists
have developed a range of sophisticated, high purity TiO2 pigments – derived from naturally occurring minerals.
Working closely with leading food and drink manufacturers we have set a high standard for food grade TiO2. Firmly
established for many decades, our HOMBITAN® TiO2 pigments meet the rigorous regulatory requirements of food and
drink producers worldwide. Fully compliant with necessary food safety and quality standards, our HOMBITAN® pigments
are widely used by companies processing food for human and animal consumption.
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Specialist pigments
for food and drink
Easily dispersed in liquid and powder
formulations, our HOMBITAN® pigments deliver
exceptional whiteness, opacity and turbidity in
food and drink products, and offer good covering
power. For our food and drink manufacturing
customers, the result is edible goods that
look extra enticing. Our range of specialist
HOMBITAN® pigments for the food and drink
industry includes:
HOMBITAN® AFDC (anatase) pigment:
The high purity of HOMBITAN® AFDC pigment has made this uncoated product
a benchmark for manufacturers that want to incorporate TiO2 into their food
and drink goods. Fully dispersible in aqueous systems, our customers rely
on this multi-purpose white pigment to deliver excellent opacity and a warm
undertone.
HOMBITAN® FG (anatase) pigment:
When it comes to coloring high quality food and drink products, HOMBITAN®
FG pigment is a long-established, pure white product with a blue-ish
undertone. Fully dispersible in liquids, HOMBITAN® FG pigment is widely used
by companies creating human and pet foods, and is particularly popular in the
production of beverages.
Both HOMBITAN® AFDC and HOMBITAN® FG pigments are produced in line
with Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) standard FSSC 22000 and comply
with E171 and FDA 21 CFR 73.575 regulations – giving our food and drink
customers, absolute peace of mind.
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Product safety
and compliance
We’ve worked in the food and drink sector for many years and know
that safety is of paramount importance to our customers. Worldwide,
our HOMBITAN® pigments can be used to create creamy-looking, white
consumable products.
Customers, who use our food grade pigments, do so,
safe in the knowledge that they are working with a
trusted partner, which has rigorously tested its products
to ensure conformity with all major food standard agency

guidelines. Our HOMBITAN® AFDC and FG pigment
grades are categorized as a nature identical color by
ECOCERT, and satisfy kosher and halal requirements.

Compliance with regulations

HOMBITAN® FG pigment

HOMBITAN® AFDC pigment

E171 Food Colorant 94/45/EC





FDA Food and Drugs Administration





JEFCA Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives





FCC Food Chemicals Codex






EP, USP, JP Pharmacopoeias

Compliance with quality standards

HOMBITAN® FG pigment

HOMBITAN® AFDC pigment

FSSC 22000 (ISO 22000 + PAS 220)





Kosher





Halal





ISO 18001: 2007; ISO 9001: 2008; ISO 14001: 2004





ECOCERT





Registration as Feedstuff

α FI12220067

Products marked with a  are compliant.
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Applications

Using ultra-small amounts of our HOMBITAN® pigments, our food and drink customers can achieve amazing white effects
– giving their products a fresh finish and an appetizing appearance. Impressive results can be attained at addition rates as
low as 0.05% - depending on the application. These incredibly low levels are made possible by the high turbidity achieved
when using HOMBITAN® food grade pigments. HOMBITAN® pigments are also an excellent choice for food and drink
companies creating multi-layer food products. In this specialist application, our pigments can help prevent color passing
from one tier to another.

Typical Applications Include:
Dry blends

Creams and puddings

HOMBITAN® pigments can be used as flour additives in
baking mixtures, spices and other dry blend products
including food supplements.

Incorporating HOMBITAN® pigments into pudding products
can deliver a rich, creamy appearance.

Confectionery

Condiments
The white hue of our HOMBITAN pigments can be used
as the basic tint for fat reduced blends of dressings and
sauces including mayonnaise, where it can help reduce
yellowness.
®

Adding just a small amount of HOMBITAN® pigment to
icing, toppings, ice cream and candy can boost opacity
and whiteness – which can enhance the visual appeal of
sweet treats.

Instant drinks

Dairy products
Using HOMBITAN pigments in products such as
condensed milk and cheese can enhance the natural white
appearance of dairy-based items.
®

HOMBITAN® pigments can be added to coffee creamers
and powdered juices which can give them a rich, milky
texture and a cloudy appearance.

HOMBITAN® FG
pigment

HOMBITAN® AFDC
pigment

Beverages: Mixes, powders and concentrates



•

Baked goods: Decoration and icing

•



Dairy products: Low-fat / condensed milk products, coffee creamers,
cheese, mayonnaise

•



Seasoning / condiments: Spice mixtures, sauces and dressings

•



Flours: Maize, wheat, potato, potato flakes and granules

•



Confectionery

•



Processed meat, poultry and fish products

•



Food supplements

•



Application overview

Products marked with a  are Venator’s first recommendation.
Other grades (marked with a •) can be efficiently used, depending on customer requirements.
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Pet
food
The market for prepared pet food is a billion dollar, global business. We work
in close cooperation with some of the world’s leading pet food manufacturers
– providing them with HOMBITAN® AFDC and HOMBITAN® FG pigments for
the preparation of wet and dry pet food. Compliant with GMP standards,
which ensure the elimination of allergens and contaminants, our HOMBITAN®
pigments are a safe choice for companies that want to create nutritious pet
food that animals will find appetizing.
Dry pet food:

Wet pet food:

In dry pellet or biscuit-based preparations, just a tiny
amount of HOMBITAN® pigment can help create the
smooth, even coloration of pet food formulations.

In the manufacture of canned, wet pet food, HOMBITAN®
pigments can add lightness, opacity and texture to
recipes, without affecting product consistency.

Pet food
Pet foods and animal feeds: dry and canned

HOMBITAN® FG pigment

HOMBITAN® AFDC pigment

•



Products marked with a  are Venator’s first recommendation.
Other grades (marked with a •) can be efficiently used, depending on customer requirements.
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Technical
support
To meet the ever-evolving needs of our food and drink customers, we are
constantly expanding our technical know-how in order to achieve further
advances in the performance of our high purity, food-grade TiO2 pigments.
A long-term partner to the food and drink industry, we pride ourselves on
helping our customers overcome many formulation or handling challenges
they may face.
Working from our technical service laboratories, our chemists and technicians – many of who are food and
drink specialists – are on hand to:
Provide on-going technical support to customers
Formulate industry and custom-made pigments to meet specific requirements
Explore new formulations for emerging food and drink applications

Environment,
health and safety
As well as producing products that comply with the
stringent health and safety standards employed in the
food and drink industry, we are committed to continuously
improving safety performance in our business and across
the wider pigments and additives industry. In all aspects
of our operations we actively promote a strong ‘ZERO
Harm’ culture. This requires a high level of employee
engagement and empowerment, and is an ethos that we
extend to our work with suppliers and customers.
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Environmental stewardship is one of our guiding
principles. Harnessing state-of-the-art, innovative
technologies alongside the skills of our pigments and
additives professionals, we strive to ensure that our
work has minimal environmental impact. Worldwide our
production facilities are certified to international health,
safety, environmental and quality standards.
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Contact Details
Venator
Titanium House, Hanzard Drive
Wynyard Park, Stockton-on-Tees
TS22 5FD, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1740 608001
Email: info@venatorcorp.com
www.venatorcorp.com

This Communication is a general guide to the products described in it. Information is updated regularly. For updates or more information, visit www.venatorcorp.com. Although given in good
faith, accuracy or completeness of information is not guaranteed. Images used are only examples of possible applications using our products. NOTHING IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS (OR
SHOULD BE TAKEN AS) A WARRANTY (EXPRESS OR IMPLIED). NO REPRESENTATION, ASSURANCE OR UNDERTAKING IS MADE. NO LIABILITY IS OR WILL BE ACCEPTED BY VENATOR
IN RELATION TO THE ADEQUACY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, REASONABLENESS OF THIS COMMUNICATION. ALL AND ANY SUCH LIABILITY IS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. IN ALL
CASES IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO DETERMINE THE APPLICABILITY OF THE INFORMATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS AND THE SUITABILITY OF THE PRODUCTS DESCRIBED
FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Unless otherwise expressly stated in this document, Venator products must not be used, resold, distributed, transferred, or otherwise disposed of in (or
in each case where intended to be used in) any applications or process in: a) which lead stabilisers/stabilised systems are used where the end product is rigid pvc; b) food; c) cosmetics; d)
pharmaceuticals; or e) medical. Nothing in this Communication or disclaimer limits claims in respect of death or personal injury caused by our negligence. This Communication is not: a) a
license under any intellectual property right of any entity; or b) a recommendation or authorization to action that infringes any intellectual property right. Unless otherwise agreed in writing and
signed by the parties, all sales are subject to the Venator standard terms and conditions of sale. Reference to Venator includes Venator Materials PLC, and any entity that it directly controls, is
controlled by, or is under common control with it, and their employees, officers, agents and distributors. Reference to Communication includes this document and anything else made available
to you (written or verbal) in connection with the subject matter of this document in any form or medium. HOMBITAN® is a registered trademark of Venator in one or more, but not all, countries.
© Copyright 2017. Venator Materials PLC. All rights reserved. Doc ref code: 0204/0717/V2/MA

